Abstract-The environmental perception of autonomous vehicles is not only limited by physical sensor ranges and algorithmic performance, but also occlusions degrade their understanding of the current traffic situation. This poses a great threat for safety, limits their driving speed and can lead to inconvenient maneuvers that decrease their acceptance. Intelligent Transportation Systems can help to alleviate these problems. By providing autonomous vehicles with additional detailed information about the current traffic in form of a digital model of their world, i.e. a digital twin, an Intelligent Transportation System can fill in the gaps in the vehicle's perception and enhance its field of view. However, detailed descriptions of implementations of such a system and working prototypes demonstrating its feasibility are scarce. In this work, we propose a hardware and software architecture to build such a reliable Intelligent Transportation System. We have implemented this system in the real world and show that it is able to create an accurate digital twin of an extended highway stretch. Furthermore, we provide this digital twin to an autonomous vehicle and demonstrate how it extends the vehicle's perception beyond the limits of its on-board sensors.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The environmental perception and resulting scene and situation understanding of autonomous vehicles is severely restricted by limited sensor ranges and object detection performance. Even in the vicinity of a vehicle, occlusions lead to incomplete information about its environment. The resulting uncertainties pose a safety threat for itself and other traffic participants. To operate safely, driving speed must be reduced, which slows down traffic. Furthermore, the convenience of using autonomous vehicles can be reduced, as the vehicle must spontaneously react to unforeseen scenarios. This can result in abrupt breaking and adjustment maneuvers.
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) can alleviate these problems by providing autonomous vehicles -as well as legacy vehicles or drivers -with additional information about every traffic participant and the overall traffic situation [1, 2] . In particular, an ITS can sense the traffic from superior perspectives and with an extended coverage compared to an individual vehicle. Providing a vehicle with this additional information leads to a better understanding of its surrounding scene and enables it to plan its maneuvers more safely and conveniently. Furthermore, an ITS with described capabilities allows to implement a multitude of additives services to further support decision making.
However, building such a system is a challenging task that ranges from the choice of the right hardware and sensors, to their optimal deployment and utilization in a complex software stack. The perception of an ITS must be reliable and robust with respect to different weather, light and traffic density conditions. Such reliability can only be guaranteed with a combination of sensors of different modalities, redundant road coverage with overlapping field of views (FoV), accurate calibration [3] and robust detection and data fusion algorithms. While we outlined ideas of how such a system could be designed in prior work [4] , in this work we propose a concrete, scalable architecture. This architecture is the result of our real world build-up experience of the ITS Providentia. It includes the system's hardware, as well as the software to operate it. In particular, for hardware we discuss the choice of sensors, the deployment of edge computing for the fast and distributed processing of heavy sensor loads and our network architecture. We outline our software stack and the detection and fusion algorithms used to generate an accurate and consistent model of the world, which we call the digital twin. The digital twin includes information such as the position, velocity, type and a unique identifier for every observed vehicle. By providing this digital twin to an autonomous vehicle, we demonstrate that it can be used to extend the perception of the vehicle beyond the limits of its on-board sensors.
II. RELATED WORK
With the emergence of autonomous driving, the need for ITS to support autonomous vehicles is continuously increasing. Hence, many projects with the goal to develop prototypical ITS have been initiated. However, their goals differ strongly.
One aspect is vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication, a necessary component to transmit information from an ITS to the vehicles. The research project DIGINETPS [5] sets a strong focus on communication topics, but also detects pedestrians and cyclists for intersection management and communicates traffic signals to vehicles. Similarly, the project Veronika [6] focuses on communication between vehicles and traffic signals to reduce emissions and energy consumption. On the other hand, the Testfeld Autonomes Fahren BadenWürttemberg [7] aims to develop a system that focuses on providing information for testing and evaluation of autonomous driving functions by capturing the traffic with multiple sensors.
Despite the number of initiated projects, the literature about the design and replication of such systems in practice, is sparse. Most contributions focus either on communication aspects of ITS -often from a conceptual point of view [8, 9] or on the development of methods that make use of such a system. Examples of such methods are traffic density prediction [10, 11] , danger recognition [12] , vehicle motion prediction [13] , and vehicle re-identification [14, 15] .
Contrary to the described systems and literature, our work focuses on the system architecture and implementation of an ITS as a whole. The system we describe has the primary purpose of extending the vehicles' perception with a far-reaching view to improve their scene and situation understanding.
III. THE PROVIDENTIA SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE Providentia is a distributed sensor system, consisting of multiple edge computing nodes, a complex software architecture and a broad range of state-of-the-art algorithms. We have built it as a prototype on the German highway A9 near Munich to provide a digital twin of the current traffic during any time and day of the year. In this section we describe the design of our system. We begin with the hardware and software setup and then explain the detection and fusion algorithms used.
A. Hardware and Software Setup
To build our system we have equipped two gantry bridges with a distance of approximately 440 m with sensors and computing hardware. Each gantry bridge represents one measurement point and is depicted in Fig. 1 . To achieve a high perception robustness, we use sensors of different measurement modalities and cover the whole stretch between our measurement points redundantly. The overall setting of our system with the redundant coverage of the highway is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Each measurement point comprises eight sensors with two cameras and two radars per viewing direction. In particular, in one direction one radar covers the right side and the other one the left side of the highway. The cameras have different focal lengths in order to capture the far and near range. The combination of sensors with different modality ensures good detection results in all weather, light and traffic conditions. Besides the redundant coverage with the sensors on one measurement point, we selected the positions of the two measurement points in such a way that their overall FoVs overlap as well. This further increases redundancy and thus robustness. The coverage of the highway stretch from different viewing directions helps to resolve sensor failure and occlusions, and it allows smooth transitions while tracking vehicles through all sensor FoVs.
The radars we use are specialized traffic monitoring radars, manufactured by SmartMicro, and cameras of type Basler acA1920-50gc. All sensors of one measurement point are connected to a Data Fusion Unit (DFU), which serves as a local edge computing unit and runs with Ubuntu 16.04 Server. It is equipped with two INTEL Xeon E5-2630v4 2.2 GHz CPUs with 64 GB RAM and two NVIDIA Tesla V100 SXM2 GPUs. All sensor measurements from the cameras and radars are fed into our detection and data fusion toolchain running on this edge computing unit. This results in object lists, containing all tracked traffic participants in the FoV of that measurement point. Each DFU sends this object list to a backend machine, where they are finally fused into the digital twin that covers the whole observed highway stretch.
Our full architecture is depicted in Fig. 3 . For seamless connectivity we use ROS on all the nodes. The final digital twin is either communicated to autonomous vehicles, or to a frontend where it can be visualized appropriately for drivers or an operator.
B. Object Detection and Data Fusion
The first step to create a digital twin of the highway is to detect all vehicles in the sensors' measurements. While we use pre-installed firmware for object position and velocity detection with our radars, the vehicles in the camera images are detected on our DFUs. For this purpose, we leverage the YOLOv3 [16] object detector. In addition to regressing bounding boxes with a confidence score, this detector classifies detected vehicles in types like car and truck. To compute the 3D positions of the vehicles from the detected bounding boxes, we shoot a ray through the bounding box and intersect it with the street-level ground plane.
Then we transform the resulting vehicle detections, along with the detections of the radars, into a common coordinate system before we fuse them into a consistent world model. To make all this possible, a precise calibration of all sensors and the measurement points is necessary. While we intrinsically calibrated the cameras individually with the common checkerboard method before installation, the overall extrinsic calibration of the system is non-trivial. Our system has not only a high number of sensors and degrees of freedom, but also makes use of sensors with heterogeneous measurement principles. We address these challenges by using our radars' in-built calibration algorithms, vanishing point methods [17] and manual fine-tuning, i.e. manually minimizing re-projection errors. To calibrate our whole system with respect to the world (GPS coordinates), we use a GPS device and information from a high definition map.
Concerning the sensor data fusion, a large-scale system like ours poses many challenges. On the highway we can observe a very high number of vehicles that need to be tracked in real time. Therefore, the data fusion system should scale for over one thousand vehicles. Besides that, the number of targets is unknown and our fusion must be robust with respect to clutter and detection failures. Conventional filtering methods handling every observed vehicle separately, e.g. multiple Kalman filters or Multiple Hypotheses Tracking [18] , require to explicitly solve a complex association problem between the system's sensor detections and tracked vehicles. This severely limits scalability. Therefore, we make use of the Random Finite Set (RFS) framework [19, 20] , more precisely the Gaussian Mixture Probability Hypothesis Density (GM-PHD) filter [21] . This filter avoids the explicit data association step and has shown to balance our runtime and scalability constraints. Additionally, it handles time-varying target numbers, clutter and detection uncertainty within the filtering recursion.
We add tracking capabilities to our GM-PHD filter by extending it with ideas from Panta et al. [22] . In particular, we make use of the tree structure that naturally arises in the GM-PHD filter recursion and appropriate track management methods. For motion and sensor models, we use a standard constant velocity kinematic model and a zero-mean Gaussian white noise observation model, respectively. We empirically tuned all parameters for our sensor and scenario specifications. To fuse the data from different sensors and measurement points, we adapted the method from Vasic et al. [23] that is based on Generalized Covariance Intersection [24] . In order to ensure the scalability of our system setup, we implement a hierarchical data fusion concept, where we first perform a local sensor fusion at each measurement point that leads to vehicle tracklets. A second-level fusion of all measurement a digital twin (b) . We recreate the scene with generalized 3D models for different vehicle types for visualization purposes. During operation, all information is sent to the autonomous vehicle in form of an object list. Note that our system resolves the occlusion of the truck and car in the top-left by fusing multiple sensor perspectives. point results is then performed in the backend node. This step generates a consistent model of the whole highway scene that is covered by our system. Our fusion concept allows an easy extension of our system, because each measurement point is set up independently of the others and integrated the same way in the backend. The resulting digital twin comprises the position, velocity and type for every observed vehicle, each one having a unique tracking identifier. It can be used to implement further additive services, for example motion prediction for each vehicle, congestion recognition, lane recommendations, and collision warnings.
IV. QUALITATIVE RESULTS
In this section we analyze the object recognition performance of our system. In particular, at first we evaluate the ability of our system to capture the highway traffic, and then we demonstrate its potential to extend an autonomous vehicle's perception of the scene. We restrict ourselves to a qualitative evaluation, but plan to add quantitative results in the future. A quantitative evaluation is difficult due to a lack of sufficient ground truth. As described in Sec. III, our system redundantly covers a stretch of about 440 m of the road, this corresponds to the distance between our measurement points. All our examples presented in this section were captured on this highway stretch under real-world conditions.
In Fig. 4 we show an example of the digital twin of the current traffic on the highway that our system computes. It is a visualization of the information that also gets sent to autonomous vehicles to extend their perception. Our system is able to reliably detect the vehicles on the road. Two occluded vehicles were successfully detected at the beginning of the highway exit. This is only possible by making use of multiple sensor perspectives and fusing them. Only a single truck was misclassified as car in the back of the scene. Note that currently the visualization of the highway stretch is slightly misaligned. In future we want improve this by making use of our high definition map. Even though our system is not optimized yet, we are able to reliably capture the observed road stretch with a frequency of 5 Hz.
We also transmit this digital twin to an autonomous vehicle to extend its environmental perception and situation understanding. Vehicles perceive their environment with lidars whose measurement ranges are severely limited, and the point cloud density in the distance becomes increasingly sparse. Vehicular cameras can capture a more distant environment compared to lidars, but objects that are too far away appear small on the image and will not be reliably detected. Furthermore, the vehicle's low perspective is prone to occlusions. Fig. 5 shows how an autonomous vehicle driving through our system perceives its environment. While the effective range of the lidar ends at less than 60 m, it receives the digital twin from our system. Each vehicle detected by our system is represented by a violet cube. This additional information extends its environmental perception to up to 400 m. In principle, a system such as ours can extend the perception of the vehicle even further since we designed it with scalability in mind. The maximum distance is only limited by the number of the builtup measurement points.
We also tested our systems under harsh environmental conditions as shown in Fig. 6 . Despite the heavy snow storm, our traffic radars, as well as the object detection algorithm for the cameras deliver reliable results. This is important, such that autonomous vehicles can always rely on the additional information they receive from our system.
V. CONCLUSION
To improve the safety and comfort of autonomous vehicles, one should not only rely on on-board sensors, but extend their perception and resulting scene understanding with additional information provided by modern ITS. With their superior sensor perspectives and spatial distribution, ITS can provide information far beyond the perception range of an individual vehicle. This can resolve occlusions and lead to a better long term planning of the vehicle.
While research on specific components and use-cases of ITS is popular, information on building up such a system as a whole is sparse. In this work we have described how a successful modern ITS can be designed. This includes our hardware and sensor setup, recognition algorithms and a data fusion concept. We have shown that our system is able to achieve reasonable results at capturing the traffic on the observed highway stretch and can generate a reliable digital twin in near real-time. We have further demonstrated that it is possible to integrate the information captured by our system into the environmental model of an autonomous vehicle to extend its limited perception range.
In future we plan to conduct a quantitative evaluation of our system performance and we would like to enrich the information provided to vehicles with a local high definition map. Furthermore, it would be interesting to investigate further additive services benefiting autonomous vehicles that can be realized with our system.
